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Abstract: A square is a concatenation of two identical words, and a word w is said

to have a square yy if w can be written as xyyz for some words x and z. It is known
that the ratio of the number of distinct squares in a word to its length is less than two,

and any location of a word could begin with two distinct squares which are appearing in

the word for the last time. A square whose first location starts with the last occurrence
of two distinct squares is an FS-double square. We explore and identify the conditions

under which a sequence of locations in a word starts with FS-double squares. We first

find the structure of a word that begins with two consecutive FS-double squares and
obtain its properties that enable us to extend the sequence of FS-double squares. It is

proved that the length of the longest sequence of consecutive FS-double squares in a

word of length n is at most n
7

. We show that the squares in the longest sequence of
consecutive FS-double squares are conjugates.
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AMS Subject classification: 68R15

1. Introduction

A word is a finite sequence of symbols or letters drawn from a nonempty finite set.

A repetition in a word is of the form um for some nonempty word u and an integer

m > 1. The smallest repetition obtained with m = 2 is known as a square and

is a concatenation of two identical words. The study of squares reveals interesting
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properties of words, and is a well-researched topic in word combinatorics, see for

example [2, 5, 15].

Fraenkel and Simpson conjectured that the number of distinct squares in a word is

always less than its length [11]. They considered the last occurrence of a square and

showed that a location in a word could begin with the last occurrences of at most

two distinct squares. An alternate proof for the same result is discussed in [13]. We

refer to the conjecture for the bound on the maximum number of distinct squares in

a word as the “square conjecture”.

An obvious direction to precisely compute the number of distinct squares in a word

is to find the maximum number of possible locations starting with the last instances

of two distinct squares. In [14], efforts are made in this direction which achieved a

new upper bound 2n − Θ(log n) for the square conjecture. The bound is obtained

by studying the words containing “runs of 2′s”, where a ‘2’ indicates a location that

starts with two distinct squares such that these squares never repeat after the location.

Given such a location, Deza et al. [9] refer to the longer square starting at the location

as an FS-double square. For such a square that starts at a location, say i, any

FS-double square starting after the location i is divided into five categories. The

characteristics of the words belonging to these categories are studied to obtain an

upper bound on the number of FS-double squares. It is found that a word, w, contains

at most b 5|w|6 c FS-double squares and b 11|w|6 c distinct squares [9]. A recent work [18],

published in arXiv, redefines the classification of a pair of FS-double squares and has

proved an improved upper bound of 3|w|
2 for the square conjecture. The latest work

[4], again published in arXiv, validated the square conjecture using a graph based

approach.

A d-step conjecture [7], predicts that the number of distinct primitively-rooted squares

in a word, w, is less than |w| − d, where d is the number of distinct letters in w. The

conjecture is still open, but it is supported by a computational framework that at-

tempts to produce words containing a large number of distinct primitively-rooted

squares [8]. On the contrary, a framework with the objective of disproving the con-

jecture by finding a counterexample is presented in [12].

The ratio of the number of distinct squares in a word to its length is referred to as

square density, and the relation between the square densities of words over a varying

alphabet is explored in [16]. This work also showed that the result on binary words is

sufficient to solve the square conjecture or the d-step conjecture. In [3], Blanchet-Sadri

et al. designed a family of words that attempts to maximize the number of FS-double

squares. The FS-double squares in these words start at consecutive locations and

are of the same size. It is also shown that a word containing m such equal length

FS-double squares has at least 7m+ 3 letters. Further, the density of such a word is

at most 5
6 .

The earlier works indicate that having a large number of squares starting at consec-

utive locations can possibly increase the square density of a word. The best-known

words that have been constructed to study the square conjecture have such sequences

[11, 17]. In these words, the squares at consecutive locations are conjugates obtained

by extending a square by its prefix. It is possible to extend an FS-double square in
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a similar fashion to introduce consecutive FS-double squares. Clearly, the bounds for

the square conjecture are mainly dominated by two factors; first, a structure of words

in which many squares appear at consecutive locations, and, secondly, a structure of

words having as many FS-double squares as possible.

However, based on the discussion in [13], we suspect that the presence of consecutive

FS-double squares in a word reduces its square density. This motivates us to explore

the words with a sequence of locations starting with FS-double squares. We show

that such words are possible only under specific conditions. Our goal in this study is

to identify the ways that maximize consecutive FS-double squares. In particular, the

following are the main contributions of our work.

(a) Identify structures of words having FS-double squares at consecutive locations.

(b) We give an upper bound for the maximum number of consecutive FS-double

squares in a word.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce basic

definitions and give an overview of prior work. In Section 3, we consider all possible

conditions for two consecutive FS-double squares. The feasibility of these conditions

is verified against the properties of FS-double squares, and it is shown that only

two structures are feasible. Further, in Section 4 we explore the properties of two

structures discovered in the previous section and employ them to obtain the length

of the longest sequence of FS-double squares. Finally, we summarize in Section 5.

2. Definitions and Background

A word is a concatenation of finite number of symbols drawn from an alphabet Σ.

The concatenation of two words w1 and w2 is represented as w1 ·w2 or simply w1w2.

The ‘·’ operation is associative. The number of letters in a word w is denoted by |w|.
The word with length zero is denoted by ε. The ith power of a word w, denoted by

wi, is defined recursively as w0 = ε and wi = wi−1 · w for i ≥ 1.

Define Σ∗ (Σ+) as set of all (nonempty) words over Σ. If w = pqr then the words p,

q and r are called prefix, factor and suffix, respectively, of w. A proper prefix (factor,

suffix) of a word, w, is a prefix (factor, suffix) which is not equal to ε or w. The

longest common prefix of two words w1 and w2 is denoted as lcp(w1, w2). A word w̃

is said to be a conjugate of a word w if and only if w = uv and w̃ = vu for some

u, v ∈ Σ+. Note that a conjugate of a square is also a square.

A nonempty word, w, is primitive if and only if whenever w = uk implies k = 1.

If a word, w, satisfies the relation w = uk for some word u and an integer k ≥ 2,

then it is non-primitive. A square is a word of the form uu where the nonempty

word u is referred to as its root. A square whose root is primitive is called as a

primitively-rooted square. The following lemma is a consequence of Lemma 1.4 of [6].

Lemma 1. If x is primitive, then no two conjugates of x are the same.
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Let w = a1a2 . . . an be a word. A square, u2, whose last occurrence in a word begins

at a location i is denoted as u2i . Define si to be the number of those squares that start

at location i in w which do not start at location j where i < j ≤ n. It is known that

for any word the value of si is 0, 1 or 2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. As a corollary, the number of

distinct squares in a word of length n is bounded by 2n for a word defined over any

finite alphabet [11].

Deza et al. [9] studied the properties of words with si = 2, that is, words in which

two distinct squares begin at location i and these are appearing in the word for the

last time. They referred to the longer square that starts at a location i with si = 2 as

an “FS-double Square”. For such a square that begins at location i, we use sq2i and

SQ2
i to denote the shorter and the longer squares, respectively. In the same work,

Lemma 6 defines the term balanced double square along its structure which is further

extended after Definition 7 to get the following structure of FS-double squares.

Lemma 2 ([9]). The roots, sqi and SQi, of an FS-double square starting at location i
have the following structure:

sqi = (xy)p+q(x) SQi = (xy)p+q(x)(xy)p (1)

where p and q are integers such that p ≥ 1, q ≥ 0, x, y 6= ε and xy is a primitive word.

The same work that introduced the above lemma also defined the concept of “mate”

of an FS-double square in a word. The next section describes the classification of

mates based on the lengths and locations of FS-double squares.

2.1. Mates of an FS-double Square

For an FS-double square SQ2
1, Deza et al. [9] categorized another FS-double

square SQ2
k, k > 1 into five types based on the value of k and the sizes of roots

{sq1, SQ1}, {sqk, SQk} . For k < (p+ q − 1)|xy|+ |lcp(xy, yx)|, an FS-double square

SQ2
k is one of the following mates of SQ2

1 if it satisfies the necessary conditions.

(a) α-mate: The root SQk is a conjugate of SQ1 which gives |SQ1| = |SQk|. The

condition |sq1| = |sqk| is further added in [18].

(b) β-mate: The FS-double squares satisfy the relation |SQ1| = |SQk| and the

root sqk = (x̃y)ix̃ for some integer i ∈ [2, p + q − 1]. The words x̃y and x̃ are

conjugates of xy and x, respectively. It implies that |sq1| > |sqk|.

(c) γ-mate: Here, k < p+ q|xy| and |sqk| = |SQ1|.

(d) δ-mate: The lengths of the roots satisfy |sqk| > |SQ1|.

An ε-mate of SQ2
1 starts after (p + q − 1)|xy| + |lcp(xy, yx)| locations. Since we are

interested in consecutive FS-double squares, we do not need to consider ε-mate in this

paper. In addition to these five mates, Thierry in [18] described the other two mates,
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named η and ζ-mates. However, an η-mate or a ζ-mate of an FS-double square SQ2
k

can never start at location k+1. So, the two FS-double squares beginning at adjacent

locations are only of the above four kinds. In the next section, we show that these

FS-double squares are either α or δ-mates and cannot be β or γ-mates.

3. Structure of 2FS Squares

We first study the structure of the word having the smallest possible sequence of

consecutive FS-double squares. A word with the smallest such sequence begins with

two FS-double squares where these FS-double squares start at consecutive locations.

We call it a 2FS square. We understand various properties of a 2FS square using the

following results on FS-double squares and primitively-rooted squares.

Lemma 3 (Two Squares Factorization Lemma [1]). Let an FS-double square,
SQ2

i , begins with a shorter square, sq2i , such that sqi = (xy)p+qx and SQi = sqi(xy)
p where

x, y ∈ Σ+ and the integers p, q satisfy p ≥ 1, q ≥ 0 then,

(a) SQi is primitively-rooted, and

(b) sqi is primitively-rooted if p+ q > 1.

We now see a lemma that gives a way to introduce distinct squares of equal lengths

that start at consecutive locations by extending a primitively-rooted square. The ob-

tained squares, in this case, are conjugates of each other. The lemma is a consequence

of a well-known result named Periodicity Lemma [10].

Lemma 4 ([17]). Let w = uu be a primitively-rooted square such that |u| > 1 and v be
a proper prefix of u. Then, the suffix v in the word wv introduces |v| conjugates of uu.

It is also possible to extend a square where the root of the square is non-primitive.

In such cases, the newly introduced squares may not always be distinct.

Lemma 5. Let uu and vv be two squares with |u| = |v| that appear at consecutive locations
in a word. Then, u = ṽ and uu = ṽv. Further, ua = av and uua = avv for some a ∈ Σ.

Proof. Let uu and vv be two consecutive squares in a word where the former square

ends first. Assume u begins with a letter a and v ends with a letter b such that

u = au′, v = v′b. The squares uu and vv appear at consecutive locations leading to a

relation uub = avv. So, the highlighted factors in au′au′b = uub and av′bv′b = avv

must be equal. Therefore, u′ = v′, a = b, uu = av′av′ and vv = v′av′a. Thus, the

squares uu and vv are conjugates.

In Subsection 2.1, we discussed the definitions of different mates that are given in [9].

Accordingly, an α-mate of an FS-double square SQ2
1 refers to an FS-double square
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SQ2
k where k > 1 and |sq1| = |sqk|, |SQ1| = |SQk|. In the next subsection, we show

that for k = 2, |SQ1| = |SQ2| ⇐⇒ |sq1| = |sq2|.

3.1. Equal 2FS Squares

Let w = a1 . . . an be a word. We refer to a factor starting at location i with si =

si+1 = 2 as 2FS square if the FS-double square starting at location i + 1 is a suffix

of w. Consider a 2FS square in which s1 = s2 = 2 with (sq1, SQ1) and (sq2, SQ2)

being the two respective pairs of the roots of FS-double squares. The 2FS square

is an equal 2FS square if it satisfies the relation |sq1| = |sq2| and |SQ1| = |SQ2|.
Otherwise, we call it an unequal 2FS square. According to the structure of an FS-

double square provided in Lemma 2, any 2FS square satisfies the relation |sq1| < |SQ1|
and |sq2| < |SQ2|. In this section, we further compare the lengths of the roots sq1,

sq2, SQ1 and SQ2 in detail. Now, assume the FS-double squares SQ2
1 and SQ2

2 have

the following structures for the given 2FS square.

SQ1 = (xy)p+q(x)(xy)p

SQ2 = (uv)p
′+q′(u)(uv)p

′

In the rest of the paper, we assume that SQ1 begins with a letter a such that x = ax′.

Lemma 6. Let w be a 2FS square with |SQ1| = |SQ2|. Then, |sq1| = |sq2|.

Proof. Let SQ2
1 begins with a letter a such that x = ax′ for some word x′. We have

SQ2
2 as follows where x′ya is primitive.

SQ2
2 = (x′ya)p1(x′a)(x′ya)p2 · (x′ya)p1(x′a)(x′ya)p2 (2)

If |sq2| < |sq1|, then |sq1| 6= p1|x′ya|. Otherwise, for some suffix s of x′ya we get the

following relation where s is one of the prefixes of x′ya.

sq2 : (x′ya)p1 = x′a(x′ya)p2(x′ya)p1−p2−1s (3)

In the above equation, if s is a proper prefix of x′ya then equating the |x′ya| length

suffixes from both side implies that two conjugates of x′ya are the same. This contra-

dicts Lemma 1. If |s| = 0, then the prefixes of equation (3) violates Lemma 1 unless

x′ya = x′a. However, x′ya = x′a implies |y| = 0 which is not acceptable. Now, we

can obtain the next relation with the constraint |sq2| < p1|x′ya|.

(x′ya)p1−ks1 = s2(x′ya)k−1(x′a)(x′ya)p3s3 (4)

In order to adhere Lemma 1, s1 = s3. Moreover, s2 = x′ya if k − 1 > 0. This

constraint gives (x′ya)p1−k = (x′ya)k(x′a)(x′ya)p3 which inevitably requires to satisfy
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the condition x′ya = x′a. This gives a contradiction. So, the case k − 1 = 0 requires

to satisfy equation (4). We substitute k = 1 in the said equation to get following

relation.

(x′ya)p1−1
��s1 = s2x

′a(x′ya)p3
��s3 (5)

Here, the words s1, s2 and s3 are non-empty words such that s1s2 = x′ya (see the

structure of SQ2
2 in equation (2)) and s1, s3 are the same to avoid overlapping of

conjugates of x′ya. While a non-empty s1 violates Lemma 1, the relation |s1| = 0

again implies |y| = 0 contradicting the given assumption. Hence, |sq2| ≥ |sq1|.
The structure of SQ2

2 when |sq2| > |sq1| is shown in Fig. 1. The dotted line in the

figure represents the last occurrence of sq2 in sq22 . The root sq2 shown with a thick

line in the figure must has a suffix x′ya (to satisfy Lemma 1).

Figure 1. FS-double square SQ2
2 when |sq2| > |sq1|

So, the first occurrence of the root sq2 in sq22 ends with (x′ya)p1 for some integer

p1 such that 1 ≤ p1 < p. The next equations gives the possible structures of the

root sq2 where the LHS and the RHS of each equation indicate the first and the last

occurrence, respectively, of sq2. Assume r < 2p+ q − p1 and p2 < p.

(x′ya)p+q(x′a)(x′ya)p1 = (x′ya)p+q+r (6)

(x′ya)p+q(x′a)(x′ya)p1 = (x′ya)2p+q−p1(x′a)(x′ya)p2 (7)

The second occurrence of sq2 marked with dotted lines in Fig. 1 cannot end some-

where in the factor x′a. This is because the two occurrences of sq2 end with different

conjugates of x′ya. To avoid the overlap of x′ya with any of its conjugate, equations

(6) and (7) need to satisfy the relation x′a = x′ya implying |y| = 0. This in unaccept-

able, thus the FS-double square SQ2
2 never satisfies the relation |sq2| > |sq1|. Thus,

the only possible relation between lengths of the roots sq1 and sq2 is |sq1| = |sq2|.
Applying Lemma 5, sq21 and sq22 are conjugates.

Lemma 7. Let w be a 2FS square where |SQ1| = |SQ2|. Then, SQ2
1 and SQ2

2 are
α-mates.

Proof. Since |SQ1| = |SQ2|, so SQ2
1 and SQ2

2 can be α or β-mates. A β-mate is

possible in case |sq1| > |sq2|. From Lemma 6, the roots of the shorter squares only

satisfy the relation |sq1| = |sq2|. So, SQ2
1 and SQ2

2 are α-mates.
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Theorem 1 (Equal 2FS Squares). In a 2FS square, |SQ1| = |SQ2| if and only if
|sq1| = |sq2|.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 6 and 7.

Corollary 1. Let w be a 2FS square. Then, SQ2
1 and SQ2

2 are conjugates if and only if
sq21 and sq22 are conjugates.

Proof. The statement follows from Lemma 5 and Theorem 1.

We now explore the condition that is needed to have an equal 2FS square. Suppose

w is an FS-double square with sq21 and SQ2
1. It is possible to extend w to obtain

a 2FS square. According to Lemmas 5 and 7, the shorter squares among the two

consecutive FS-double squares in an equal 2FS square are conjugates. Therefore, the

word w must have a square at the second location, which is a conjugate of sq21 .

SQ2
1 = (ax′y)p+q · (ax′) · (ax′y)p · (ax′y)p+q · (ax′) · (ax′y)p

= (ax′y)p+q · (ax′) · (ax′y)p+q · (ax′y)p · (ax′) · (ax′y)p

= a · (x′ya)p+q · (x′a) · (x′ya)p+q · x′(y︸ ︷︷ ︸
sq22 =⇒ y begins with a

ax′)p · (ax′y)p (8)

The result of Theorem 1 can also be deduced from Lemma 2 given in [14] (see Lemma

8 below). An obvious question would be why to go into the details of the structures

of consecutive FS-double squares while the said lemma discards the possibility of

starting a β-mate adjacent to a location starting with the FS-double square. The

reason is that we want to highlight the relationship between consecutive FS-double

squares and the words x, y shown in equation (8).

Lemma 8 ([14]). Assume a word w begins with two rightmost squares SQ2
1 and sq21

such that |SQ1| > |sq1|. If u2 is the rightmost square beginning from the second location of
w, then |u| ∈ {|sq1|, |SQ2|} or |u| ≥ 2|SQ1|.

As can be observed from the equation (8), the necessary condition to have an equal

2FS square is that lcp(x, y) must be nonempty. In the following lemma, we count the

maximum number of consecutive FS-double squares that are conjugates.

Lemma 9. Let a word w that begins with i consecutive FS-double squares such that
|SQ1| = |SQ2| = · · · = |SQi| for some positive integer i. Then, the next relation holds.

i ≤
{
|lcp(xy, yx)|+ 1 if q > 0
min(|lcp(xy, yx)|+ 1, |x|) otherwise
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Proof. As the given consecutive FS-double squares are of equal lengths, they are

conjugates (ref. Lemma 5). Similarly, the shorter squares in these FS-double squares

are also conjugates. From Lemma 4, conjugates of sq21 at consecutive locations are

possible if sq21 is extended with one of its proper prefixes.

SQ2
1 =(xy)p+q(x)(xy)p · (xy)p+q(x)(xy)p

= (xy)p+q(x)(xy)p+qx︸ ︷︷ ︸
sq21

·(yx)p(xy)p

The value of i depends on the longest common prefix of the underlined words in the

above structure. Since xy 6= yx, the number of conjugates, in this case, is |lcp(xy, yx)|.
Given any nonempty word u, we can get at most |u| − 1 conjugates of a square uu

by appending the square by its prefix such that these conjugates start at consecu-

tive locations. So, there can be |sq1| − 1 conjugates that are possible for sq21 and

|lcp(xy, yx)| < |sq1| − 1. It shows that the total number of FS-double squares is

|lcp(xy, yx)| + 1. We know that q ≥ 0 (see Lemma 2) and this value of i holds for

q > 0.

It is also necessary to take care of earlier FS-double squares while extending the larger

square SQ2
1. For q = 0, the square sq21 repeats if SQ2

1 is extended with one of its

prefixes of size |x| or more. For example, sq21 is a suffix of the word SQ2
1.(x) as shown

below.

SQ2
1 =(xy)p(x)(xy)p · (xy)p(x)(xy)p

SQ2
1.(x) =(xy)p(x)(xy)p · (xy)p(x)(xy)p(x) =⇒ sq21

In a word SQ2
1.x, the first location starts with only one rightmost square contradicting

the assumption that SQ2
1 is an FS-double square. So, i ≤ min(|lcp(xy, yx)|+ 1, |x|).

3.2. Unequal 2FS Squares

We now consider the possibility that the second FS-double square in a 2FS square is

either a γ- or a δ-mate.

Lemma 10. Given a 2FS square where |SQ1| 6= |SQ2|. Then, SQ2
1 and SQ2

2 cannot be
γ−mates. Moreover, these squares are δ-mates.

Proof. Let w be a word that begins with two consecutive FS-double squares SQ2
1

and SQ2
2 such that SQ2

2 is a suffix of w. Assume sq21 is the shorter rightmost square

beginning at location 1. Similarly, location 2 starts with a shorter square sq22 . Refer-

ring to the definitions that are mentioned in Subsection 2.1, SQ2
2 is either a γ or a

δ-mate of SQ2
1. According to Lemma 8, the size of a square starting at location 2 is
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equal to either |sq21 |, |SQ2
1| or 2|SQ2

1|. If SQ2
2 is a γ-mate of SQ2

1, then |sq2| = |SQ1|.
The only possible length of SQ2 is greater than or equal to 2|SQ1|. However, as per

the definition of an FS-double square described in Lemma 2, we have |SQ2| < 2∗|sq1|.
Here, |SQ2| = 2|SQ1| = 2|sq2| contradicts the condition |SQ2| < 2∗ |sq1|. Thus, SQ2

1

and SQ2
2 cannot be γ-mates.

Consider the word w = a((abaaabaabaaabb)(ab)(abaaabaabaaabb))2 as a witness to

see that δ-mates can start at adjacent locations.

Theorem 2 (2FS Square). A 2FS square belongs to one of the following types:

(a) Equal 2FS square with |sq1| = |sq2| and |SQ1| = |SQ2|, or

(b) Unequal 2FS square with |sq1| < |SQ1| and 2|SQ1| ≤ |sq2| < |SQ2|.

Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 1, Lemma 8 and 10.

Corollary 2. The two FS-double squares that start at adjacent locations are either α or
δ-mates.

While there is a unique equal 2FS square for a given FS-double square, it turns out

that the words with δ-mates have different structures. In other words, the FS-double

SQ2
2 is not unique for SQ2

1 when SQ2
1 and SQ2

2 are δ-mates. This is further explained

in detail in Section 4. The results of Lemma 8 and 10 lead to the subsequent lemma.

Lemma 11. The following statements hold for an unequal 2FS square.

(a) |sq2| ≥ 2|SQ1|, and

(b) |SQ2| > 2|SQ1|.

In the next section, we discuss the structure of words having consecutive FS-double

squares.

4. Longest Sequence of 2’s

We have shown that for a word that starts with consecutive FS-double squares, any

two consecutive squares have the structure with either equal or unequal 2FS square.

The si sequence of such a word has a chain of 2′s in the beginning. A word w has a

sequence of 2′s if si(w) = si+1(w) = · · · = sj(w) = 2 where the integers i, j satisfy

1 ≤ i < j ≤ |w|. It is possible to extend an FS-double square to get an arbitrarily long

sequence of 2′s. One way to achieve this is described in Lemma 9, where an FS-double

square is appended by its prefix. In this case, all the consecutive FS-double squares

at the beginning of a word are conjugates. The number of such FS-double squares is

finite, and the length of a sequence of 2′s is limited. However, it is always possible to

introduce an unequal 2FS square to increase the length of the sequence of 2′s. Thus,
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we can extend an FS-double square to get a sequence of 2′s of any desired length by

introducing a new equal or an unequal 2FS square.

Under specific conditions, a single letter is added to the FS-double square to introduce

a new equal 2FS square. In contrast, the FS-double square is appended by many

letters to get a new unequal 2FS square. Let us see some equal and unequal 2FS

squares. Next is an example of an equal 2FS square and its si sequence. Here,

SQ2
1 = ((aba)1(ab)(aba)1)2 and SQ2

2 = ((baa)1(ba)(baa)1)2.

w = a b a a b a b a a b a a b a b a a
si(w) = 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

The word, w, if continued to be extended further with the prefix of SQ2
1, then sq21

repeats after the first location. It reduces the value of s1 to one. In such words, it

is necessary to introduce an unequal 2FS square to further extend the sequence of

2′s. Unlike equal 2FS squares, the length of an unequal 2FS square varies. There

are different ways to extend an FS-double square to get an unequal 2FS square.

To elaborate this, we extend an FS-double square in two different ways to get two

different unequal 2FS squares. Let SQ2
1 = aabaaabaabaaab be the FS-double square

which is extended to get two unequal 2FS squares w1 and w2, where

w1 = a((abaaabaabaaabb)(ab)(abaaabaabaaabb))2 (9)

w2 = a((abaaabaabaaabb)(abaaabaabaaabbab)(abaaabaabaaabb))2 (10)

and the respective si sequences are,

w1 = a a b a a a b a a b a a a b b a b a b a a a b a a b a a a b b
a b a a a b a a b a a a b b a b a b a a a b a a b a a a b b

si(w1) = 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

w2 = a a b a a a b a a b a a a b b a b a a a b a a b a a a b b a b a b a a a b a a b a a a b b
a b a a a b a a b a a a b b a b a a a b a a b a a a b b a b a b a a a b a a b a a a b b

si(w2) = 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

A word can be extended to get an unequal 2FS square at any location. Moreover, it

is possible to yield an unequal 2FS square at a particular location l such that it does

not affect the si value of another location m where 0 < m < l. This new 2FS square

almost doubles the overall word length, though. So, we investigate the relationship

between the length of the longest sequence of 2′s and the word length. It is evident

that the ratio of the longest sequence of 2′s in a word to its length is higher for equal

2FS squares. The following lemma gives the ratio for the sequence of 2′s such that any

two consecutive FS-double squares in the sequence follow the structure of an equal

2FS square.

Lemma 12 (Longest sequence of 2′s with Equal 2FS Squares). Let T be
the longest sequence of consecutive FS-double squares in w such that any two consecutive
FS-double squares in T are conjugates. Then, |T ||w| ≤

1
7

.
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Proof. Assume that the first FS-double square SQ2
1 in T is ((xy)p+q(x)(xy)p)2 where

x, y ∈ Σ+ and integers p, q satisfy the relation p + q ≥ 1, q ≥ 0. From Lemma 9, we

know that the length of T depends on the values of p and q. The highest value of the

ratio |T |/|w| when q = 0 is computed below.

|T |
|w|

=
min(|lcp(xy, yx)|+ 1, (|x| − 1))

2((p+ p+ 1)|x|+ (p+ p)|y|) + |lcp(xy, yx)|

=
|x| − 1

(4p+ 3)|x|+ 4p|y| − 1
≤ 1

7

The following equation shows that the ratio |T |/|w| converges to 1
7 when q > 0.

|T |
|w|

=
|lcp(xy, yx)|+ 1

2((2 + 1 + 1)|x|+ (2 + 1)|y|) + |lcp(xy, y, x)|

=
|x|+ |y| − 2

8|x|+ 6|y|) + |x|+ |y| − 2
=
|x|+ |y| − 2

9|x|+ 7|y|)− 2
≤ 1

7

The value of |T | is also explored in Lemma 4 of the paper [14] where it is shown that

|T | < |w|
2 . However, the value |lcp(xy, yx)| helps us to show that |T ||w| is at most 1

7 .

The sequence of consecutive FS-double squares obtained in Lemma 12 can be further

extended by adding a new unequal 2FS square. So, another way to generate a long

sequence of 2’s is to start with an FS-double square and extend it to add all possible

conjugates of the square. At this point, we can append the word to generate an

unequal 2FS square so that the sequence of 2’s continues to grow. Thus, a sequence

increases either with an equal or an unequal 2FS square. The length of such a sequence

in a word with respect to the word length is computed in the following lemma.

Lemma 13 (Longest Sequence of 2′s with Equal and Unequal 2FS squares).
Let T be the longest sequence of FS-double squares in a word w that contains at least one
equal and at least one unequal 2FS square. Then, |T ||w| ≤

6
55

.

Proof. The length of T can be increased by adding a new 2FS square. Every new

equal 2FS square increments the value of both |T | and |w| by 1. This improves the

value of |T ||w| . However, it is not always possible to introduce an equal 2FS square

(see Lemma 9) and, therefore, an unequal 2FS square is required to get a longer T .

Unlike an equal 2FS square, a new unequal 2FS square decreases the value of |T ||w| .

To understand this, suppose an unequal 2FS square begins at location one where

SQ2
1 and SQ2

2 are two consecutive FS-double squares with shorter squares sq21 and

sq22 , respectively. Lemma 11 gives the relation |SQ2| > 2|SQ1|. Accordingly, SQ2
1

is appended by a word containing at least 2|SQ1| letters to make s2 = 2. Thus, the

value of |T ||w| decreases significantly after introducing an unequal 2FS square. So, we
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can obtain the best ratio from the word that has a maximum number of equal 2FS

squares and some unequal 2FS squares.

Given a word with s1 = s2 = · · · = si = 2 such that the location i starts with an

FS-double square SQ2
i . From Lemma 12, the sequence of 2′s can be extended to get

at most |SQi|
7 new equal 2FS squares. An unequal 2FS square must be introduced

to continue the sequence of 2′s further. The ratio |T |
|w| for the smallest FS-double

square w = (abaab)2 is 1
10 . We use the above method to extend w. The respective

|T |
|w| obtained after introducing a new unequal 2FS square results into the following

sequence.

1 + 10
7 + 1

10 + 10
7 + (10 + 10)

,
1 + 10

7 + 1 + 20
7 + 1

10 + 20 + 10
7 + 20

7 + (20 + 20)
,

1 + 10
7 + 1 + 20

7 + 1 + 40
7 + 1

10 + 20 + 40 + 10
7 + 20

7 + 40
7 + (40 + 40)

, · · ·

The nth term of the above sequence is

(n+ 1) +
10

7

n−1∑
i=0

2i

10

7

n−1∑
i=0

2i + 10

n−1∑
i=0

2i + 10 ∗ 2n

Given sequence is a decreasing sequence where the first term is 6
55 and it converges

to 1
15 .

Theorem 3. Let T be the longest sequence of si = 2′s in a word w. Then, |T | ≤ |w|
7

.

Proof. The computation in Lemmas 12 and 13 shows that the best value of |T ||w|
where T contains either equal length FS-double squares or a combination of equal

and unequal 2FS squares. The best value is obtained in the former case, that is, 1
7 .

We compare this value with the sequence of T where every two consecutive FS-double

squares follow the structure of an unequal 2FS square.

Suppose SQ2
1 and SQ2

2 result in an unequal 2FS square at the beginning of a word.

Then, |SQ2| > 2|SQ1| (see Lemma 11). Thus, to introduce a new unequal 2FS square

at location i, it is required to append at least 2|SQi| letters to the FS-double square

SQ2
i . Allowing only unequal 2FS squares in T , we compute the ratio of the length of

the longest sequence of 2′s in a word to its word length as follows.

1

10
,

1 + 1

10 + 20
,

1 + 1 + 1

10 + 20 + 40
, · · · , n

10 ∗ (2n − 1)
, · · ·
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The value of the ratio decreases as n increases and the ratio has the maximum value

of 1
15 for n = 2. We ignore the value with n = 1 as the sequence will have only one

FS-double square. Therefore, |T | ≤ |w|7 .

5. Conclusion

We have investigated the ways to get a sequence of FS-double squares by extending a

given FS-double square. In this regard, we introduced the term 2FS square for a word

starting with two consecutive FS-double squares. A 2FS square is characterized by

two types, viz. equal and unequal 2FS square. The former has a single letter added

to an existing FS-double square to obtain a new FS-double square. In contrast,

the FS-double square is appended by a word of its length (or longer) to yield an

unequal 2FS square. Though getting a new equal length FS-double square is easy, we

proved that an FS-double square w could be extended to get at most |w|7 equal 2FS

squares. In fact, the ratio is also obtained in [3] for the shortest possible words that

start with equal length consecutive FS-double squares. On the contrary, we showed

that a square w could be extended to have more than |w|7 new FS-double square at

consecutive locations by introducing unequal 2FS squares. The overall length of the

resulting word increases significantly with the inclusion of such squares. So, we have

compared the maximum number of successive FS-double squares in a word with its

length. We have found that the ratio of the number of consecutive FS-double squares

in an n length word is less than 6n
55 in the presence of unequal 2FS squares. The best

ratio, n
7 , is possible only with equal 2FS squares.

Recent archived work on the square conjecture [4] came up with a proof validating the

square conjecture. If the conjecture is true, the immediate task would be identifying

words that pack many distinct squares. A set of similar words is explored in [11]

and [17]. These words are considered to represent the lower bound of the square

conjecture. Also, they have a variety of structures with a shared property; each such

word has a sequence of equal-length squares starting at adjacent locations. So, we

believe that the properties of consecutive FS-double squares described in this work

will help to construct the best possible words containing the maximum number of

distinct squares.
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